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THE ACROBATIC NIGS

SONG AND DANCE.

Words and Music by HARRY BENNETT.  
Arranged by F.W.ZAULIG.

1. Oh! the dancing is a happy occupation,  
   No matter whether dancing reels or jigs;
   But if you want to see a big sensation,
   Cast your round:

2. Oh! the boys were always jealous of these dar-kies,  
   Because they couldn't sling themselves a.
   Oh! we'd set de Pic-ca-nin-nies crazy,  
   Two
optics on these acrobatic nigs.
We learn'd our dancing down in Alabama,
Where all de dar-kies sing and crack their jok's;
And oft'en our old Mas-sa used to wonder,
And many times we've seen him shake his fist;
But if you want to burst yourself with laughter,
Watch de motion ob dese Indian Rubber used to make him just as mad as thunder,
To watch us while we done our double mokes.
We're sure to make you think you are in Heaven,
For your twist.
troubles Boys you will not care a fig; Oh! watch us while we sling these number

levens (DANCE) We are double breasted Acrobatic Nigs. DANCE.

BREAK.